
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 Navy card base 
1 Navy squares panel
3 Sets Dad letters 
(plus gold half letters)
1 Stamped sentiment
1 Gold panel
1 White panel
1 Foam panel and foam strip 
(adhesive backed)
1 Mailing liner  
(mailing liner only needed if you
mail your card)**
1 Coordinating envelope*

Kit 172

Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because
the situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive. But you can
always just use what you have!



Begin by adhering the white Dad letters together to create a
stacked set of D, a, and d. Finish each letter with the gold half
letters adhered on top. 
Using a strong adhesive, adhere the Dad letters to the navy
squares panel. Tip: Use a ruler to keep the letters aligned.
Use the foam strip to add the stamped sentiment to the squares
panel.
Remove the release paper from the adhesive on the foam panel
and adhere it to the square panel. Finally, add the squares panel
to the Navy card base. Make sure to leave an even border of navy
showing along each edge.

Let’s Begin!

We’ll construct the card front first. 
You’ll need the blue squares panel, the Dad letters, the stamped
sentiment and the foam pieces. 
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That's it! Now let’s decorate the inside of our card.

Adhere the white panel to the gold
panel making sure to leave an even
border of gold showing along each
edge. 
Finally, adhere the layered gold and
white panel to the inside of the
card base making sure to leave a
border of navy showing along each
edge. 
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                            And you did it!


